Owner’s manual
(Rev.08 19/10-2022)

It is the owner’s responsibility to read the owner’s manual before the boom is going to be used.
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Preface
The purpose of this owner’s manual is to provide the user with the appropriate
instructions/information before using the boom.
All information in this manual must be read and fully understood before using the boom.
Furlerboom has no direct control over the use of the boom, and it is therefore the user's and / or
the persons responsibility to seek compliance with good safety practices.
This manual is a very important tool and should always be kept on the boat.
All information in this manual is based on the use of the boom under the correct conditions. IT IS
STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO CHANGE and / or modify the boom without having been in dialogue with
Furlerboom.
It is will always be the owner and the person operating the boom, that has the responsibility of the
safety on deck!
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Pre check prior to reefing or furling the main.
The boom be set at the correct angle
A Furlerboom vang is operated by an
internal spring. The vang can be released
to a mark on or knot in the line and have
that stop by the clutch. When this marking
or knot is at the location, the boom will be
in the correct position for furling.

The angle must be less than 90° to ensure
that the sail pulls back.

With a hydraulic vang. A piece of a sail
batten can be cut to length of the exposed
part of the ram at the correct furling angle
and can be used as an easy visual
reference. Alternative a Dyneema strap
with a lashing can be made with the
correct length to limit, the hydraulic vang,
when released.

If the angle of the Furlerboom is more
than 90° the sail will go forward
Marking line behind stopper/clutch

On yachts without a vang, the boom
toppling lift is needed. The boom topping
lift can be made in a thin Dyneema line
with a thicker tail by the clutch, and a mark needs to be set to correspond with the boom in the
correct position for furling. We recommend that a mark is made on the line, such that it is easy to
see and to reproduce every time you wish to furl.
For all three systems it would be wise to use the topping line to reduce the load on the boom,
while using the motor. Also fit a line to each side from the outboard end instead of over-tightening
the main sheet.

The main sheet must be released so the sail is feathering in the wind. (Release the main
sheet from the winch).

To get the sail feathering you do not need to position your yacht head upwind. The lower part of
the mast track will follow the boom in any position when the main sheet is released making
reefing and furling possible between (30° ← 0°→ 30°) app. wind angle. The closer to 0° the less risk
for damaging the sail by touching your rigging.
You can continue sailing under headsail only, and then reef or furl your mainsail as desired.
The starboard side of the continuous reefing line is the part you need to put around you winch for
reefing or furling, and with the boom set at the correct angle and the mainsail itself feathering.
You are now ready to reef and furl the sail down for one or two reefs or all the way down in the
boom.
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Hints when furling.
When the starboard reefing line is on the electric winch, release the load of the main halyard until
wrinkles just appear at the luff.
The starboard reefing line will rotate the mandrel clockwise and pull the mainsail down. While
doing so, keep some resistance on the halyard so the luff of the mainsail, should always remain
taut when furling.
If the boom is set too low, the luff of the mainsail moves forward and potentially jam in the
forward side of the boom shell. If the boom is set too high, the luff of the mainsail will move
backwards and put unnecessary tension on the mast track
and luff groove feeder.
• When down furling it is very important to sail
upwind within 20° of the wind directions.
• It is most secure to furl down while sailing up
wind.
• It is possible to furl down with the wind coming
from backboard, however the wind speed must not exceed
3m/s (6kn).
• When furling up it is advised to have the wind
coming from backboard. The angle is not that important
compared to when you are sailing upwind.
It is always the sailor’s responsibility to keep an eye on the sail when furling up or down. When
furling, the operator should always keep an eye on sail and listen after strange sounds. If it is
suspected that something is wrong. You should always stop and investigate the situation.

The sail should gradually work back along the mandrel as it is furled.
To verify, efficient furling prior to
using the system it is advised to do
several test furls to check the sail
is working back along the mandrel:

Topping line

Set the boom at the first
approximate angle and furl the
mainsail for 5-6 full turns. Stop for
a moment and check that the
mainsail luff is gradually working
back along the mandrel as it is
furled.

Marking line behind stopper/clutch/clamp

Hint: If the batten is parallel with
the top of the boom. Then you are
sure that everything is setup correct.
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A system that is set to the correct angle and operated correctly will result in a moderate amount
of pull back and keep the mainsail luff nicely taut.
If the mainsail luff is working its way forward and risks jamming into the front of the boom shell,
then the outboard end of the boom should be set up higher, or the mainsail was not feathering
enough.
If the mainsail luff is working excessively backwards (clear to see by horizontal stretch marks then
visible from the luff feeder back into the mainsail), then the outboard end of the boom should be
set up lower.
Also try to experiment with the resistance you provide on the halyard when furling. If you use too
much resistance you will see vertical stretch marks in the mainsail and experience the furling being
difficult to do. Using too little resistance will see the mainsail going down faster than the sail being
furled up and resulting in a “bulge” of the sail being furled into the boom.

Sail works forward:
Indication that the sail is pulling back excessively will result in visually
stretch lines through the mainsail from the feeder.
•
•
•

Was the outboard end of the boom high enough.
“Our recommendation is approx.87 degrees”.
Was the main sheet fully unloaded? (Released from the winch)
Was the resistance on the main halyard sufficient?

Reefing the main:
It is a very good practice to set a reef with a batten positioned against the mandrel as this will
assist holding the foot flat. Furl the mainsail until you see the batten disappear into the boom shell
“at 5 or 7 o’clock” and you are sure it is minimum ¾ turn around the
mandrel.
Check the position of this batten after some time sailing reefed, as the
mainsail may be getting furled tighter by the wind.
It is advised to make a mark at the halyard as an easy visual reference
for future reefing point estimates.
The curvature of the track fitted
against lower part of the mast,
helps to flatten, and correctly
depower the mainsail when sailing
reefed.
The more you reef the flatter the mainsail will get.
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Normal wear and tear will occur. Furlerboom disclaims all responsibility for the wear and tear that
will occur when the sail is reefed.

Furlerboom Vang
The return force of the Furlerboom vang is
provided by a long internal stainless-steel
spring. Adjusting the return force is done by
adding or removing plastic spacers inside the
vang (for old model vang) or by adjusting the
return force screw (included on the new
models).

Original Furlerboom Vang.
Disconnect the Dyneema line on the vang at the mast end. Lift the outboard end of the
Furlerboom until the spring is, no longer loaded and disconnect the pin bolt at the upper end.
Essentially disconnecting the vang from the boom. Now the vang can be laid down and the
internal upper tube can be removed, providing access to removing or adding plastic (POM)
spacers.
We recommend the return force being set to carry the weight of the boom, including the furled
mainsail + approximately 50kg additional weight at the outboard end.
When furling in swells and high waves with the boom moving from side to side. The vang return
force alone may not be sufficient to keep the angle consistent and the assistance of a boom
topping lift is needed.
A boom topping lift made of thin Dyneema is recommended as it will hardly disturb the sail.

Furlerboom Adjustable Vang.
On the new revised vang, it has been made easy to adjust the
return force on the spring. All you need to do is as follow:
•
•
•
•
•

M8 Allen head

Raise the outboard end of the Furlerboom until the
tension is no longer loaded.
Remove the pin bolt from the Vang bracket that is
placed on the mast end side.
Pull the Vang slightly to the side, so that you have enough space to place an Allen key in
the end of the Vang.
The return force adjustments screw is place in the end of the Vang and can be turned with
a M8 “Allen Key”.
Turn the Allen key clockwise if you want to add tension and counterclockwise if you want
to remove tension from the spring. For every full turn, you will have moved the tension
block approx.2mm. The tension block can be moved approx.20mm in each direction from
center.
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If more tension is needed it is still possible to add an additional spacer as described for the old
model.
FOR SAFETY REASON! ALL ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD BE MADE BY A RIGGER.

Good practice when under engine.
When the sail is completely furled the additional weight of the boom will add load to the Vang,
mast, and boom.
Use the boom topping lift or the main halyard to reduce the load, especially when the engine is
running in swell. Fit a line to each side from the outboard end to prevent swinging of the boom
instead of over-tightening the main sheet.
If the boom, is forced
extensively into horizontal
position. With the mainsheet,
the load added to boom, mast
and Vang can cause damage.
For safety reasons, it is
recommended to add slanted
straps mounted on the boom.
To ensure that the boom does
not swing from side to side

Mainsail
Furlerboom will always supply the sailmaker with a sailmaker guide. This guide is given as a service
with each order based on our experience from a large number of installations test. However,
Furlerboom does not accept any responsibility in accordance with this guide.
It will therefore always be the sailmakers responsibility to ensure that the sail will fit in the boom.
On the sailmaker guide is the following clearly specified.
FurlerBoom A/S have experienced that the sail from some suppliers fill up to 25% more than a
normal laminate sail. Furlerboom A/S can therefore no longer assess the boom size according to
the P dimensions. We take precautions that if the sailmaker and sail-quality/type information is
not provided. Furlerboom can therefore not be responsible for whether the sail in question can fit
in the selected boom.
We will always recommend that a new sail is made for the boom and NEVER reuse or refit an
existing sail because of the possibility that the sail not will fit in the boom!
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Angle indicator system
Furlerboom has designed an Angle indicator system, which makes it easier for the user to place
the boom in the correct angle when furling.

The angle indicator system consists of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LIROS Shock cord (Elastic) – Ø4mm x 1m
Ball (RED) – Ø30mm
LIROS D-pro – Ø4mm x 5m
Block Series 30 (RONSTAN) – RF30100
Sticker

Installation:

1.

Connect the Elastic cord to the bottom side of the mast bracket for the boom

2.

Connect the block to the top side of the mast bracket for the KICK.

3.

Connect the rope (LIROS D-pro) to the Kick bracket mounted on the bottom side of
the boom.
(Remember to pass the rope thru the block before connecting to the Kick bracket)

4.

Find your correct Furling angle. Our recommendation is to angle the boom at
approx. 87.

5.

Place the sicker on the mast when the correct furling angle has been found.
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Furling systems
Furlerboom has two different types of furling systems (Piping & Wheelhouse).

Piping
The Piping (Old system) has two pipes that passes through the bottom of the boom. This is where
the furlingline passes through. The line that is connected to the winch needs to run paralle with
the pipe “the vertical line”. It could possibly damage the surrounding area around the pipe, on the
boom, which can result in cracks or might even pull the pipe out of the boom.
It is very important to keep tension on the
line when furling! If not, you may find that
a kink or knot will appear and damage the
boom. We recommend to always having
the line going through the stopper. This
will greatly reduce the chances of causing
damage to the boom and remove any
unwanted kinks or knots.

The line most run
parallel with the pipe.

Wheelhouse
The wheelhousing (New system), is a much easier system to us
and you don’t need to be as criticle about the angle of the furling
line. The reason for this is that the furling line passes through a
wheelhousing. Which is a separate system and won’t cause any
friction or unwated tension to the boom. Using the wheelhouse
it is also not that criticle for the furling line to go straight down
(vertical), it can be angled to the side (We do recommend to stay
within 30° from the vertical line).

Ver
tica
l
line
↔

The reason why you should not pass the 30
degrees. Is that the furlingline might tough the
houseingplate and because of the friction might
damage the furlingline over a longer period of
time.
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Outhaul
It is very important when securing the main sail to the shaft at the aft.end, for the outhaul is done
correct. If this isn’t done correctly it will damage the whole outhaul system.
When securing the sail, we recommend to do the following;
1. Make 3-5 lashing that goes thru the sail clew and down around the shaft. The sail should
get pulled as fare down as possible (we recommend max 15mm space between the sail
clew and the shaft).
2. All depending on the outhaul system the lashing shuld be made as followed;
a. When using an outhaul block with an lowfiction ring. There should be made 3-5

lashings thru the sail clew and the lowfriction ring.

b. When using a stainless steel D-ring. Then there should be made 3-5 lashings thru
the sail clew and the D-ring.
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Toggle
When a Reckmann motor is installed in a Furlerboom. There will always be mounted a Toggle to
secure the boom to the mast. The Toggle is locked in place with a Straight PIN (ISO 8752) that
passes thru the Toggle and shaft.

If for some reason the PIN has been removed, it must be replaced!
For safety reasons there must be added a few drops of LOCTITE 243 before knocking the pin thru
the Toggle and shaft.
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Reckmann electrical motor
The Manual for the Reckmann electrical motor will always be forwarded together with the
Furlerboom when shipped to the customer.
Note! It will always be the Boatyard or Rigger’s responsibility to forward the manual as well as
instructing the end user in how to operate the system.
Below you will find an example of the manual however the physical manual from Reckmann
should always be used.
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The electrical motor from Reckmann will always be installed and tested before shipping.
Note! It will always be the Boatyard or Rigger’s responsibility to install the cables, Control box,
Control panel and the sensor box on boat.
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Warning sticker and lables
On your furlerboom there are placed different types of stickers that explains the following:

Both lines are used to secure the first reef.
1. One is secured to the D-ring
2. The other is secured around the mandrel.

The reef line should never pas this point!
Described on page 5 under: Reefing the main.

For unlocking the emergency drive on the electrical motor

Indicates the size of the furling line diameter

Fit a line to each side from the outboard end to prevent swinging of
the boom instead of over-tightening the main sheet.
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Mast track
The mast track is a system that is mounted on the mast and ensures that the sail can be raised up
or lowered without any difficulties.
It is the operator’s responsibility to keep an eye on what they are doing, when the sail is being
raised or lowered. As well as if there are any strange or unknown sounds. If the operator suspects
that there an issue. The operator should STOP immediately and investigate the situation.
It is very important that the mast track is installed correctly, and it is recommended to have an
authorized rigger to do this. The mast track is installed and secured to the mast.
A mast track consists of the following components and is always shipped as a combined package:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum Groove Track (Black anodized).
Aluminum Support Track (Black anodized).
Fabric ramp
POM Ramp
Headboard car
Sail feeder
End stop
Umbraco screws M6 & Slugs

Sail feeder

Headboard car

Fabric ramp

Screw

Slug
s
POM Ramp
Groove track

Support track
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Mast track #1 installation guide
The installation must take place while the mast is placed- horizontal.
1. Place the sub-rail on the mast with a 50mm distance to from the top of the mast. Place the
POM-ramp in a direct extension of the sub-rail. Make a mark at the end of the rail and POMramp also mark all the holes. Be aware that there is a 5mm and 6mm hole in the sub-rail. Make
sure only to mark the hole that fits the slugs you have received or the thread that shall be
made in the mast. Be observant, on masts with no sail-groove, or where the slugs do not fit the
sail groove. In case the slugs do not fit the sail-groove it is necessary to make a thread in the
mast. Drill and thread-tapping tools is not included.
2. Make a mark at 4.500mm from the bottom of the POM-ramp. This marks the bottom part of
the mast-rail. Make sure that the distance between the bottom part of the mast-rail and the
center of the boom bracket is inside the mast track offset of the relevant boom size.
Boom size
T15
T18
T20

Mast track offset
Min. offset
Max. offset
240mm
340mm
260mm
360mm
280mm
400mm

3.
If the Sunbrella does not fit or if
there is not any sail groove on the mast, a
support rail is necessary to install on the mast.
Place the sub-rail to the support-rail in extension
of the POM-ramp and mark the end and the

position of the holes for drilling.
4.
Make sure there is the
right numbers of slugs and place
them in the sail groove, so they fit
with the markings of the holes.
5.
If there is a support-rail
for the Sunbrella, must it to be
installed first.
5.1.
Place the sub -rail and
support-rail together so that it fits
with the markings and screw it to the
slugs, or in the thread in the mast,
with the supplied screws.
5.2.
IMPORTANT!! Slide the
support-rail over the under-rail. This
will not be possible after the POMramp is installed.
6.
Place the POM-ramp
and sub-rail on the mast, make sure
they fit the markings.
7.
Screw the POM-ramp to
the slugs, or in the thread, with the
supplied screws.
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8. Make sure that the sub-rail is in a direct extension of the POM-ramp and screw them to the
slugs or into the thread, with the supplied screws.
9. The mast-rail is divided into 3 to 4 parts. The shortest part has a stop block at the end, this part
is slid in first, so that the stop block is positioned at the top end of the mast. When the first
part has been installed proceed to slide in the rest of the mast-rails.
10. The Sunbrella is fastened on the last part of the mast-rail. Slide in the Sunbrella in the mastrail, or support-rail, while the mast-rail is slid on. Make sure that the hanger in the end of the
Sunbrella is also slid into the mast-rail or the support-rail.
11.
When the mast-rail is
properly placed, drill the holes and
thread in the sub-rail. Make them
through the pre-drilled holes in the
mast-rail. The holes are placed in both
ends and in the middle of the mastrail, on each part of the mast-rail. Use
the supplied drill and the threadtapping tool to make the holes and
the threads. Use the supplied screws
to attach the mast-rail to the subrail. IMPORTANT! Each screw must
have 1 drop of the supplied Loctite
243 before mounting.
12.
Tighten the Sunbrella to
the POM-ramp with the cord in the
ramp and tighten the slugs in the
other end to ensure that the
Sunbrella is properly secured.
13.
The mast-rail is now
installed.

If any problems occur during the installation, Furlerboom can be contacted for further assistance.
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Mast track #2, installation guide.
Mast track #2, is very easy to install. The groove track is made to slide over the support track from
below. The track system can be installed on a standing mast by use of special tooling.
1. The tracks are made to finished length from Furlerboom. Start to place the groove tracks
loosely on the mast to check if the distance from the feeder to the middle of the gooseneck is
min. 300mm.
If any adjustments are needed to
be made, we recommend to this
at upper joining.

Please note:
7. For masts with flat slider-groove and carbon
mast without groove, a track #1 is fitted below
the solid ramp to adopt the bolt rope on the
fabric ramp.
7. Groove track and mounting fitting.
7. Slugs for masts with narrow groove opening.
7. Slugs for masts with flat groove.
7. Turn slugs for minimum play.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

2.
Mark the joining
point between the fabric ramp,
plastic ramp, and support track.
3.
Now the upper end
of the track defines. (Any
corrections to the track length,
must be made at the upper end
only and equally on support –
and groove track). Fit the support
track with M6 screws starting
from the upper end with the
distance between defined by
Furlerboom. (The distance
between the pre-drilled holes is
50mm and all will be used only
on yachts with a very high
righting moment).

Do not fit the ramp yet!
On non-groove masts (mostly when it is a carbon mast) Use a Ø 5mm drill bit, M6 drill tap and
Epoxy glue. On masts with a groove, slugs and screws are used.
Remember to use some Loctite when securing the slugs and bolts.
Slide the groove tracks on to the support track. Fasten the groove track with the end cap into
the threaded holes in the support track.
Fit the ramp in the same why as the support track.
Slide the next groove track on the plastic ramp. As this is slightly curved, friction is enlarged.
Bending the mast forward or the groove track backwards will make the sliding easier.
Slide the fabric ramp into the mast groove. Slide the lower groove track over the fabric ramp
and into a tight fit to groove track 2 and drill Ø 5 holes through the M 6 threaded holes on both
sides of the joining. Fit the M 6 insert flush with the surface. If the holes in the plastic are not
tapped, there is no need for Loctite.
Finally make a lashing between mast and lower end of groove track taking the load
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from the main sail pulling-back when furling.

Boom-cover
Furlerboom make to different types of boomcover’s, our “Standard & Integrated boom-cover”.

EXAMPLE

Boom-covers made after January 2022, have a
label placed on the inside of the cover. Which tells
the Ordre.nr., boat model, fabric code & color and
date of fabrication.

Standard boom-cover
The standard boom-cover is constructed as a two-piece boom-cover. And has a zipper that runs all
the way down the boom-cover. The cover has a boltrope “one on each side” that is to be placed
inside the tracks on the side rails placed in the boom opening. The cover is made of fabric from
Sunbrella in the standard colors (Jet Black, Beige, Captain navy and silver).
Important! The boom-cover must be removed from the boom when sailing.
In case of damaging the standard boom-cover and a new boom-cover needs to be made. Use the
templet below and follow the description.
NOTE, IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO TAKE PRECISE MEASUREMENTS!

EXAMPLE
There is a full-size measurement
sheet attached on page#35
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Integrated boom-cover
Our integrated boom cover is a part of the boom. The boom-cover travels thru the existing
aluminum side-rail’s and connected with 2 endless ropes. When pulling on the endless ropes while
standing behind the mast, it will be very easy to open or close for the sail opening on your
Furlerboom.
When the integrated sail-cover is tugged away. The cover lays in the bottom of the boom beneath
a perforated net-cover which ensures that the sail cover doesn’t get tangled up together with the
sail when furling. The perforated net-cover also makes it easier for the water to travel down
through the drain holes, placed in the bottom of the boom.
To minimize the risk of raising the mainsail without removing the boomcover. We recommend connecting the halyard to the small ANTAL pad-eye
mounted on the side of the boom. This can be used to indicate whether the
boom-cover is closed.
In case of damaging the integrated boom-cover and a new boom-cover needs to be made. Use the
templet below and follow the description.
NOTE, IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO TAKE PRECISE MEASUREMENTS!

EXAMPLE
There is a full-size measurement
sheet attached on page#36
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Splicing guides and Hints
” Loop line” by LIROS is specially designed for continuous
furling line applications. The line features a specially
braided aramid cover, which allows the line to keep it’s”
roundness” even when pressed into a furling wheel. The
aramid also gives it excellent grip and abrasion resistance.
The cover and the core have the same thickness, so when
spliced cover-to-cover the overall diameter is the same
throughout the whole splice. Furlerboom recommends
using the” LT”-version, which has a polyester core. When the line is loaded, the polyester core
stretches together with the cover, thus avoiding any gap to form at the ends of the splice.

Here is a drawing that shows the basic idea of what
the splice should look like. The most important part
is to get a nice overlap between the core and the
cover (between B and C).

How to determine the length of the furling line When hoisting the main, the furling line runs
backwards, unloaded. To ensure that it will run smoothly and prevent jamming, avoid making the
line longer than necessary. If possible, make it just long enough to pass around another winch
when hoisting. When furling in (reefing or taking down main), the starboard furling line is pulled
while the port sideline must run freely. The port furling line is never loaded. Deck layout
requirements We recommend 1 powered winch and 2 jammers for the system: 1 jammer for the
main halyard and 1 for the starboard furling line. The port furling line does not need a jammer.
Consider using a simple bullseye / line lead instead. If you want to keep the jammer for visual
reasons, consider taking out the jaws.
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Step 1: Measure & mark

Place the ends of the furling line next to each other, and mark the covers on
both sides in 3 places:
A. The middle of the splice, 40cm from the line end
B. The end of the splice, this is how far the covers will overlap.
40cm from
points A
C. The core will eventually stop here. Some 12cm from point B.
Mark the core at point B.

Step 2: Take core out

Take the core out at point and mark it.

Thin out the core at point B. (The core will eventually be cut at C and thinned out all the way
there. At this point I recommend taking out only 5 or 6 strands to facilitate Step 4, while keeping
the structure of the braid.)
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Step 3: Thin out cover

Take the end of the loose cover and stretch it out. When
stretched, mark it at 40cm from point A. Let us call this B2.
Make another mark, C2, at 12cm from B2. Starting at C2,
thin out the cover. Keep in mind that you need to keep the
structure of the braid, so take out no more than 8 strands.

Step 4: Splicing the covers together

Now take the end of the loose cover (B2) and pull it in from point
A and out at point B. It will be a bit difficult at the last bit,
between C and B, because the core is taking up space. I
recommend using a piece of 1mm Dyneema core. In the picture
above, I have pulled in the 1mm Dyneema using a D-Splicer
needle.
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Pull the end of the cover until both points A are aligned. Repeat for other side.

Step 5: Secure splice with stitches

Secure the middle of the splice with some stitches. I am
using regular 1mm waxed polyester whipping line. I like
to finish it by making a simple” half knot”, burying the
ends and then cutting them. We recommend turning the
rope 90 degrees and repeat the operation.

Step 6: Cut & taper the core and cover
Cut the end of the cover at B2 and cut the core at C. Thin
out evenly by cutting the individual strands in different
places.
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Step 7: Stretch & finish
Finally stretch the splice and pull the cover until the ends
have disappeared inside. If some small pieces remain
outside, you just cut them off.
The finished splice should now have a uniform diameter throughout the whole length of the splice.
If it is a little bit thicker between B and C, its usually a good thing, and it will get evened out when
the furling line is used.
The finished splice is now close to the original breaking load of the line will be able to take the load
when it is highest: Going upwind with a reefed mainsail.
A slim and strong splice is essential for the function of the Furlerboom.
When hoisting the mainsail, the reefing line runs backwards unloaded. Make the reefing line as
short as possible but ensure you can make a long pass around any available winch or a cleat to
prevent from jamming.
We recommend 1 powered winch and 2 jammers for the system: 1 jammer for the main halyard
and one for the starboard reefing line.
The port side reefing line is never loaded.
The rope size (Diameter) of the endless reefing line from
Furlerboom. Is an individual evaluation from boat to boat. This
all depends on the jammer size which is installed on your
boat? However out from our experience find that most boom
model “T15, T18 & T20” uses Ø12mm and Ø14mm for boom
models “T25, T35 & T20”
It is very important to make sure that the rope splicing is done
correctly. The new splicing should always have the same or
close to the original diameter/thickness.
The inner core should NEVER be removed, this will result in a
flat spot! If some of the inner core is removed. The rope will
not have the correct diameter/thickness and will get jammed
between the furl wheel and the furl line stripper and will
damage some of the components inside the enclosed furl
wheel housing. It is therefore very important that the rope
splicing is done correct to prevent unwanted issues.
It is therefore very wise to take a rope splicing course or at least purchase a rope splicing book.
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Line Splicing, from splicing book: Splicing Modern Ropes
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Casolux Red/White with Bluetooth connection.
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Standard boom-cover, measurements sheet
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Integrated boom-cover, measurements sheet
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FAQ
Trouble shooting.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The mainsail luff moves forward along the mandrel when furling
The mainsail is furling nicely on flat water, but not in sweel’s
The mainsail suddenly has difficulties to get hoisted
The mainsail has to come down now but we are not able to prepare the
furling
5. The mainsail moves excessively back along the mandrel when furling

AB
C
D
E
F

A. The mainsail is not fully feathering: Ease the mainsheet (free it from the winch).
B. The setup of the boom angle has changed: Move the outboard end of the boom up. See
the discription on page 2 and 3.
C. The outboard end of the boom moves up and down in swells. Increase the return force on
the Vang, or even better use the boom topping lift (additionally) when furling. See
description on page 5 and 6.
D. The endless reefing line must be able to freely revolve backwards when hoisting the
mainsail.
-Check if the splice is correctly made or damaged. A slim and strong splice is essentil for the
function of the Furlerboom.
-Check if any excess length of furling line is jammed at the port side entrance/exit point
into the boom.
E. Quite simple, do as with a normal boom: release the main halyard and lower the mainsail
on top of the boom!
F. The set up of the boom angle has changed: move the outboard end of the boom lower.

For further information, visit our homepage:
www.furlerboom.dk

Video guides:
How to furl and reef the main: https://furlerboom.dk/video#gallery-1
The In-boom main sail furling system: https://furlerboom.dk/video#gallery-3
Reefing and lowering the main: https://furlerboom.dk/video#gallery-4

Book reference:
The attached pages describing Line Splicing and Hints are copied from the following book:
Splicing Modern Ropes
A practical Handbook
By: Jan-Willem Polman
ISBN: HB:978-1-4729-2320-2
Visit our website for additional instructions regarding splicing rope
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